Rescue roundup

Extrication: staying up to date
By Neville van Rensburg and Julius Fleischman,
World Rescue Organisation (WRO) assessors and members

A

ccording to the book,
‘Vehicle
extrication
techniques’ by Holmatro’s
Ian Dunbar, the last 25
years have seen great advances in
technology, which has greatly changed
the way vehicles are constructed. This
technology also means that safety
systems such as airbags and other
supplementary restraint systems have
increased substantially.
Although
the
advancement
in
technology has made for stronger and
safer vehicles, it has had a huge impact
on the rescuers and medics who attend
the scene of a road traffic collision.
With all the development that takes
place with new vehicle technology, it
becomes more challenging every year
for fire fighters, rescuers and medics to
keep their training updated to enable
them to professionally extricate patients
trapped in new car technology vehicles
involved in accidents.
It all starts at the training centres
to ensure that fire fighters, rescuers
and medics understand new car
technology; especially the extrication
challenges created by the new
B-post during B-post rips or side swaps.
A major problem in South Africa is the
availability of new car technology for
students to train on. The majority of times
the only vehicles that are available
for training are older models from
scrap yards, sometimes just a shell with

some doors on. So, what can we, as
professional emergency services, do?
We can learn from accident scenes
that we attend. Many of these
incidents involve new car technology
vehicles and materials. These vehicles
and scenes can form part of your
evaluation of the accident scenes. We
can observe the incident scene while
we are we busy doing the extrication,
make mental notes as you work and
what you see, hear and practical
experience. Once back at your station,
make notes on what challenges you
found, what you experienced and
learned at that incident.
During your assessment of the
accident scene, analyse the scene by
looking at the damage to the vehicle,
the impact of the accident on the
vehicle and the patients. Remember,
the vehicle talks to you and will show
you what it did to your patients. Look at
the position of the patients in vehicle,
type of vehicle, impact position and
what the damage look like.
We can also learn by observe the
following:
• Distortion of steering wheel
• Deployment of airbags (signs and
deploy bags)
• Side impact damage
• Displaced front axle
• Starred windshield (laminated glass)
It’s also important for example with a
head on collision, to look at the front
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of the damaged vehicle and to note
what happened in the crumple zone
area, If the patient was trapped by the
dashboard, note how he was trapped
and make a mental note why, what
moved, what trapped the patient
and how was the patient trapped.
Another method to assist with your
training is to look at the different
tensions, torsions and flexion on the
vehicles involved, once the patient
has been extricated. Note the type
of safety systems you can see in the
vehicle. If airbags deployed, what was
the impact that caused its deployment.
Imagine the vehicle as a clock and
make notes were the impact was for
example was the impact at 12h00 or
3h00 position? Try and identify new
car technology in the vehicle and the
result the impact had on it.
Notice whether the doors were
difficult to open; look at the positioning
of the side impact bars in the doors
after impact. Ask for permission to
take photographs for use in future
training or to use in case studies. You
can use the photographs back at the
station to review your challenges and
experiences at the accident scene
and during the detanglement of the
vehicle. Discuss the challenges with
your colleagues.
This will enable you to learn from
each incident and upskill yourself for
similar future incidents.
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